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First glimpse of refreshed Škoda Scala and Škoda 

Kamiq 
 

› Compact and city SUV models receive innovative design and technology 

enhancements  

› Features previously reserved for higher vehicle classes now included  

› Digital world premiere of the two models set for 1 August 

 

Mladá Boleslav, 18 July 2023 – Škoda Auto has released the first official exterior 

sketches previewing the refreshed versions of its Scala compact model and Kamiq 

city SUV. The Czech carmaker has endowed both models with progressive design and 

technology enhancements as well as features from higher vehicle classes. The new Scala 

and Kamiq will be celebrating their digital world premieres on 1 August. 

 

Four years on from their initial production launch, the Škoda Scala and the Škoda Kamiq are 

poised for a refresh. Technology updates and exterior design modifications combine to 

highlight each model’s key characteristics, such as the Scala’s dynamic appeal and the rugged 

appearance of the Kamiq. Both now sport redesigned headlights, front and rear aprons and 

grille. New alloy wheels and tailgate lettering in line with Škoda’s updated CI elegantly 

complete the revamp. 

 

Slimmed-down headlights and aprons with side wings for the Scala 

The Scala’s slimmer headlights extend all the way to the grille, underscoring the car’s 

dynamic allure. The air intake in the new front apron is divided by additional side wings. 

Painted in the body colour, these are also found in the diffuser on the revised rear apron, 

which is flanked by crystalline elements. The tail lights now feature a new and more refined 

graphic design. 

 

Enhanced SUV presence for the Kamiq 

The updated Kamiq now has more visual presence. The upper element of the signature split 

headlights is now slimmer and has a more pronounced design. The larger and more upright 

Škoda grille presents distinctive double slats that form a U-shape at the bottom. In the front 

apron, a painted area below the grille and an air intake accentuate the vehicle’s width, 

complemented by a sturdy silver diffuser that provides underbody protection. The rear 

diffuser consists of a wide upper section in black and a rugged silver-coloured lower section. 

The revised L-shaped light characteristic of the split tail lights visually ties in with the 

reflectors, which also adopt an L-shape. 
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First glimpse of the refreshed Škoda 

Kamiq 

Four years after its launch, the Škoda Kamiq 

receives a transformative refresh, 

combining technology upgrades and design 

tweaks that reinforce its robust aesthetic. 

 

 

 

Source: Škoda Auto 
 

 

First glimpse of the refreshed Škoda 

Scala 

Following its debut four years ago, the 

Škoda Scala embraces a comprehensive 

revamp. A fusion of advanced technology 

and design modifications accentuates its 

dynamic character. 

 

Source: Škoda Auto  
 

Škoda Auto 

› is successfully steering through the new decade with the Next Level - Škoda Strategy 2030.  
› aims to be one of the five best-selling brands in Europe by 2030 with an attractive line-up in the entry-level segments and additional 

e-models. 
› is emerging as the leading European brand in important growth markets such as India or North Africa. 
› currently offers its customers twelve passenger-car series: the Fabia, Rapid, Scala, Octavia and Superb as well as the Kamiq, Karoq, 

Kodiaq, Enyaq iV, Enyaq Coupé iV, Slavia and Kushaq. 
› delivered over 731,000 vehicles to customers around the world in 2022. 
› has been a member of the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle 

manufacturers in the world.  
› independently manufactures and develops not only vehicles but also components such as MEB battery systems, engines and 

transmissions in association with the Group. 
› operates at three sites in the Czech Republic; has additional production capacity in China, Slovakia and India primarily through Group 

partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner. 
› employs over 40,000 people globally and is active in over 100 markets. 
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